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Abstract 
We find sufficient conditions for weighted Lp (0< p<w)  convergence of Hermite-Fej~r and Hermite interpolation 
polynomials based on the zeros of the orthogonal polynomials for the weight function WZ(x), where W := e ~ is a Freud 
weight. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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I. Introduction and main theorem 
Let d~ be a finite positive Borel measure on (a,b), -~  ~< a<b <<. c~ with support containing 
infinitely many points and with all power moments 
f h dcffx), j - -0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  x j 
finite. Then there exists a unique orthonormal polynomial system {p,(d~,x)};,~_0: 
p,(du,  x) = 7,(d~)x" + lower degree terms (v , (dT)>0) ;  
h 
f p,,(d~,x)pm(d~,x)d~(x)--bm,, ,n=O, 1,2 
(t 
Then, it is well known that p,(dT, x), n ~> 1, has n real simple zeros satisfying 
a <x,,.n(dc~) <x,_ l . , (dT)  < .- .  <x2.,,(d~) <xt.,,(dc~) <b. 
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For a function f : (a ,b) - -~ ~, we denote the Hermite-Fej6r interpolation polynomial and Hermite 
interpolation polynomial of degree ~< 2n - 1 of f at the zeros of p.(d~,x) by Hn[d~; f](x) and 
/-).[d~; f](x), respectively. In case of H.[d~;f](x) ,  we further assume that f (x )  is differentiable. 
That is, H.[d~; f](x) and/~.[d~; f](x)  are unique polynomials of degree <~ 2n - 1 satisfying 
/H~[d0~; f](x~) = f(x~n), ~/-) [d~; f](x#,) -- f (x~),  
and i 'x 
(H'[d~; f](xj,,) = 0; I, ~,,[d~; f](x~,) = f ( .j,,); 
for j = 1,2,... ,n. There are many works dealing with convergence of Hermite-Fej~r interpolation 
polynomials in various sense. Freud [2, 4, 5] investigated pointwise convergence of H~[dc~; f ] when 
the interpolation odes are zeros of general orthogonal polynomial systems and weighted Lp con- 
vergence of H,[d~; f ]  based on the zeros of generalized Jacobi polynomials was investigated by 
Nevai and V~rtesi [ 10]. 
In this work, we are concerned with the Freud weights of the form 
d0~(x)= W2(x)dx, -~<x<oo,  (1.1) 
where w(x)= e -Q(x) for which we assume the followings: 
• Q(x): ~ ~ ~ is continuous and even; 
• Q'(x)>0, x>0; 
• Q"(x) is continuous, x>0;  
• there are constants A and B with 1 <A <B and 
<<. ~(xQ'(x)) /Q' (x)  <~ B, x>0.  (1.2) A 
For d~(x)= WZ(x)dx as in (1.1), we denote {p,(d~;x)}~0, {xk,(d~)}~ ,, and 7~(d~) simply by 
{p,(x)}~0, {xk,}7,=,, and 7~, respectively. 
For Freud weights as in (1.1), Lubinsky and Matjila [7] find necessary and sufficient conditions 
for weighted Lp convergence of the Lagrange interpolation polynomials for 1 < p < c~ and Matjila 
[9] finds a necessary condition and a sufficient condition for weighted Lp convergence of the La- 
grange interpolation polynomials for 0 < p ~< 1. Here, we shall find sufficient conditions for weighted 
Lp(O < p < c~) convergence of Hermite-Fej6r and Hermite interpolation polynomials for the Freud 
weights as in (1.1) and we shall prove that the necessary condition in [9] is in fact a necessary 
and sufficient condition for weighted Lp convergence of the Lagrange interpolation polynomials for 
0 < p ~< 1 in Theorem 3.9. The following is our main result. 
Theorem 1.1. For the Freud weight W2(x) as in (1.1), we let H,[W2; f ] (x)  and IZI,[W2; f](x), n>~l 
be the Hermite-Fej& and Hermite interpolation polynomials o f f (x )  at the zeros {Xk,}~_l of  pn(x), 
respectively. Let 0 < p < ~,  A E ~, ~ > O, and £~ := min{ 1, ~}. Assume that for 0 < p <~ 2, 
d > - ~ + l/p; (1.3) 
and for p>2,  
an(~+A)+l/Pnl/3(I-2/P)=O(lo~ ) as n ~ oo, (1.4) 
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where a,, is the nth Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saff number (see Section 2). Then 
,,lim I I(f(x) - On[W2; f](x))W2(x)( 1+ Ixl)-  IIL,,< l = 0, 
for every continuous function f : ~ ~ ~ satisfying 
lim [f(x)lW2(x)(1 + Ixl)~=0. 
Moreover, 
, lim.~ II(f(x) - I2I,[W2af](x))W2(x)(1 + Ixl) 
)"or ever), .f c Ct(N) satisfying (1.5) and 
sup [f'(x)lW2(x)(1 + Ixl) <~.  
xCY~ 
(1.5) 
2. Technical lemmas 
We first introduce some notations, which we use in the following. For any two sequences {bn},, 
and {c,,},, of nonzero real numbers(or functions), we write bn<c,, if there exists a constant C>0,  
independent of n(and x) such that b,, ~ Cc, for n large enough and write b,~c,, if bn<c, and 
c.<~b.. 
We denote by H. the space of polynomials of degree at most n. The reproducing kernels of the 
X ~x~ orthonormal polynomial system {p,,( )}.=0 are given by 
n l 
Kn(x,t) := Z p~(x)p~(t) = ?'-~ [p.(x)p._l(t) - p,,-l(x)p.(t)], n ~ 1. 
k o 7,, x - t 
Then, the Christoffel function 2,,(x) for WZ(x)dx is given by [3, p. 25] 
Let 
[ l l ,  
The 
n 
L,,[W2; f ] (x)  = ~ f(x~,,)lk,,(x), 
k=l  
where the fundamental polynomials lk,,(x) admit the representation [3, p. 23] 
, ) _p,,(x) 
l~'(x)=2k"7"7, p,, I(Xk, (X -- Xk,,)' 1 <~ k <~ n. 
f 
OG 
2,,(x):=K,/l(x,x)= inf PZ(t)W2(t)dt/p2(x). (2.1) 
PGI ln  1 oc, 
2k,, = 2,(x~,,) be the Christoffel numbers for W2(x)dx. By the Gauss-Jacobi quadrature formula 
p. 47], we have 
P(x)WZ(x) dx : P(xk,),;t~,, P E FI2,,_1. 
-~c k=l 
nth Lagrange interpolation polynomial of f (x )  is 
(2.2) 
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Then, the Hermite-Fej6r interpolation polynomial H.[W2; f ]  of f (x )  is represented by 
" [ p,':(xk.). _xk~)l l~.(x) (2.3) H,,EWZ;f](x)= ~-~f(x~.) 1 ~ t x  
k=l 
[11, p. 330]. Since we have --p','(Xk,,)/p',(Xk,)=2',(Xk,)/2k, (cf. [2, p. 113]), we can rewrite (2.3) as 
H,[w2; f ] (x )= ~ f(x~,) l + ~ tx -  x~,) l~,(x). 
k = 1 Akn 
The Hermite interpolation polynomial/4,,[WZ;f] of f (x )  is represented by [11, p. 330] 
l l  
/4.[W2; f](x) = H.[W2; f](x) + ~(x  - xk.)l~.(x)f'(x~.). 
k I 
We finally let au, for u > 0, be the uth Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saff number, which is the unique positive 
root of the equation 
2fo' u = - autQ(aut) dt/vr( - t 2. 7t 
Then, au is increasing with u. For later use, we recall some results from [6, 8]. 
Proposition 2.1 (Levin and Lubinsky [6]). (a) For any f ixed L>0, any n >i 1, and ]xl ~< a,(1 + 
Ln-2/3 ), 
Zn(x), .~,a, ,w2(x)(max{n2/3,1 Ixl}) -L'2 
- -  - - -  ( 2 . 4 )  
?1 an 
Moreover, we can replace ~ by > for all x c ~. 
(b) Forn~l ,  
Ix~./a,, - II ~ n-2''3, (2.5) 
and uniformly for n >1 3 and 2 <~ j <<. n - 1, 
X/-,., - X/+,,. ~ a"(max{ n 2.,3, 1 - IXj.l/a.}) ,,'2. (2.6) 
n 
(c) For n >l 1, 
sup I p.(x)l W(x) l  1 - Ixl/a° I '/4 ~ a .  '''2, (2.7) 
xE0~ 
sup Ip.(x)l W(x) ~ n'/6a~ 1,.2. (2.8) 
xC~ 
(d) Let O< p <<. ~.  For n >l 1 and P E FIn, 
[IPWI IL,,(~)<]IPWI ]L,,[-~,,,~]- (2.9) 
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(e) For n >>. 1 
~n--I 
- -  ~a , .  (2.10) 
~'n 
(f) Uniformly fo r  n >>- 2 and 1 <.G j <.G n - 1, 
(max{n -2:'3, 1 -IxJnl/a~})-'2~ (max{n 2/3 1 -IXi+,nl/an}) -'2. (2.11) 
Proof. (a)-(d) are Theorem 1.1, Corollaries 1.2 and 1.4, and Theorem 1.8 in [6], respectively. (e) 
is Theorem 12.3 (b) in [6]. (f) is (11.10) in [6, p. 521]. [] 
Proposition 2.2 ([8]). (a) Given 0<p<cx~, we have jo r  n >~ 2, 
f 1, p < 4, 
[]pnW[[L,,~)~a, ,l:p-t2 x / (logn) '/4, p=4,  (2.12) 
t n(l/6)( l 4.'p), p >4" 
(b) Uniformly fo r  n >~ 1, 1 <-G j <~ n, and x 6 ~, 
3/2 pn(x_____~) (2.13) IG(x)l ~ ann W(xjn)(max{n-2/3'  1 - ]Xi,[/a,,}) ,4 x - Xjn 
(C) Uniformly fo r  n >~ 1, 1 <<.j<.n, and x E ~, 
Iljn(x)l W '(X,n)W(x)< 1. (2.14) 
Proof. (a)-(c) are Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.6(a), (b) in [8], respectively. [] 
Proposition 2.3 (Levin and Lubinsky [6]). (a) Given 0<a<b,  we have uniformly jo r  n large 
enough and x E [a, b], 
Q(anx) ~ anxQ'(anx) ~ n. (2.15 )
(b) I f  A and B are the same as in (1.2), then 
u IB ~a, /a l  <~u TM, uE[1,cx~). (2.16) 
Proof. (a) and (b) are Lemma 5.1(c) and Lemma 5.2 (b) in [6], respectively. [] 
We first estimate the Christoffel functions. 
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Lemma 2.4. For any f ixed L>0,  any n >>- 1, and Ix I ~< an(1 + Ln-2/3), 
n 
I2'n(x)/;~n(x)l ~ - - .  
an 
(2.17) 
Proof. From (2.1), we have I,V,(X)/,~n(X)l = IXn(x)IIKA(x,x)I. Since 
n-I 
K~(x,x) = 2W- ' (x )  ~ p~(x)[(pk(x)W(x)) '  - pk(x)W'(x)], 
k=O 
I f ' (x ,x) l  <<. 2W-I(x) p~(x) ((pk(x)W(x))') e 
/ \k=0 = 
= 2W-,(x)2n(x)-,/22},)(x) ~,,'2 + 2lQ'(x)l;%(x) ' 
1:'2] n-I 
+ 2lQ'(x)l p~(x) 
k=O 
rv" -  I where 2}))(x):= LL~k=0 ((Pk(X)W(x))')2] -l Since IO'(x)l<lO'(a.)l ~n/an by (1.2) and (2.15) and 
(cf. [6, p. 521]) 
[2~)(x)l-~ ~< ~ W2(x)(max{n -2/3, 1 - [xl/a~}) 3:2, x E g~, we have by (2.4). 
I~!n(x)/~.(x)l ~ 2W-'(x)2n(x)'/22},')(x) -~:2 + 2lQ'(x)l 
n 
< -- ,  n/> 1 and Ix[ ~< an(1 +Ln-2"3). 
an 
[] 
In the following, we set x0, :=xl,,(1 + n 23); and X,+~,n :=Xnn(1 + n-2/3). Then, (2.6) holds also 
for j = 1 and n. We now give some quadrature sum estimates. 
Lemma 2.5. For any fl E (0, 2) and v C R, /et 
Ixk,, [>/[s~,, 
l~n(x)rV 2(X~n)(1 + IX~nl)-'; 
Then 
! 
2 -2 )-v. Z~(x) := Z ,v@~) I x -xk~lZ~(x)W (x~)(1 +lx~.l 
Ixk, I /> lSa,, /.kn 
l/n, Ixl ~< fla,/2, 
W2(x) ~--~ A(x)£an_,, 1, flan/2 ~ Ixl ~ 2a,, 
- , Ixl /> 2a. ,  
n 
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and 
W2(x) Z B(x)  ~ an`` 
1, 
a./t:d, 
(1 - x /a , , )  b2 
+a,,p~,(x)W2(x) log n, 
x 
~, llx[ - (1 + 2Cn->3)a.I 
+nl lx  I - (1 - 2Cn 2"3)a,,  I 
an 
Ixl ~ fla./2, 
Ixl >/2a,,, 
f la, , /2 <~ Ix l  ~ (1 ~3 - Cn ' )a, , ,  
2 ") "}'3 +a, ,p . (x )W' (x) logn,  (1 - Cn-2"3)an ~ [xl -< (1 + Cn -~ )a., 
"~ 2 a.p~(x)W (x) logn, (1 + Cn-2"3)a. <~ Ixl <~ 2a. 
where C is a constant satisfying the fol lowing conditions: 
C 2 '3 C *~ '3 Xi- I . , , -  X/+I.,, ~ ~a.n -  ' , 1 ~ j <~ n, and xl,, _ 1 ~ ~n .... . 
an 
Proof. For Ix,.I ~ f la , , ,  Ixk,,I ~a,  by (2.5) so that we may assume v=0.  
Case 1" Ix I <<. fla.~2: Then [xk,,-x] ~ Ixk.[ ~a .  so that (2.13), (2.6), and (2.7) yield 
ZA(x)  a] Z P~X)(max{n-2 :3  ' = 1-1  [/1:),x..,.a... -' ' '2 
n ~ a;; Ix~,, I >1 l~a,, 
p2.(x) 
17 
(xk_,.. - xk+,.,,)"~ a-2 pZ.(x)~ 1W-2(x) .  
17 n 
I x,,, I >1 I~,,, 
and (2.17) yields 
Z~(x)< n Z I~ x~,,l ~ -~ 
- -  - l k , , (x )W (xk,,)  
a. Ix,,,I >fl-. 
~" Z l~.(x)W ~(z~.)~,,Z~(x)~w ~(z). 
] xk,, J > /~.,, 
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Case 2: Ix[/> 2a,: Then [xk, - x[ ~ Ix[ so that (2.13), (2.6), (2.5), and (2.7) yield 
3 p2(x ) 
a. ~ (max{n -2/3, 1 -Ixk.I/a.})-'/: 
Z~(x)~ n2 Ixl z Ix,ol~r~. 
2 p2(x) 
~ a. Z (x~ ,~,,- x~+,..) 
n [x] 2 ixk°l>~l~,, 
l (~-~)2a, p2,(x)~ 1( -~)  2 
_ _ W-2~x~,.. 
n n 
and (2.17) yields 
an -2 - "-Ixl E~(~)~ ~v (x). 8(x) < n ~ ix _ x~.ll2 (x)W_2(xk.) ~ a. 
a, L~,.I >1 fla. 
Case 3:fla,/2 <~ ]x] ~< 2a,: Choose l = l(x) such that x 6 [xt+L,,xt,] and split 
E ~(x):= E ~(~) + E J(x); E"(x):-- E ~(x) + E ~(x), 
where ~A(x) and ~(x)  sum over those k in ~A(x)  and ~8(x), respectively, for which k E [ ! -  
3, l + 3] and ~A(x) and E~(x) contain the rest. Here, if Ixl ~>x0., then we take ~= ~=0.  
Now by (2.14), we have ~A(x)< W-2(x). We also have by (2.13), (2.6), (2.11), (2.7), and (2.8) 
y~ ~(x) (max{n 2/3, 1 -Ix,°lla.})-';= 
(x  - xk,)2 
3 
an 2 




Ixk. I>~ 13a, 
Xk_l, n -- Xk+l,n) 
(X -- Xkn )2 
' ( ,  , )  < a"2  + - 
n p"(x) xl+l.. -xl+3.. xl-3., xz-l,. 
2 -2/3 a.p.(x)(max{n ,1 - [xl/a.}) '/2 < w-Z(x). 
We now consider ~B(x). By (2.17), (2.13), (2.6) and (2.16) 
E28(x)<n y~ [x_x~.[l~.(x)W_2(x~.)~a.p2(x) y~ xk-,..--Xk÷L. 
"~ a. Ixk.l~>/~. Ix~,,l~>/~a,, [X--Xk.[ 
f[_ dt <a.p2(x)logn. 
< a'P2"(x) 2a.,2..l\[x,+3..,x, 3.°] [x - t[ 
Case 3.1:fla./2 <<. Ix[ ~< (1-Cn-Z/3)a.: Since xl_3,. ~< (1-½Cn-2/3)a. and xl+3,. >~ -(1-Cn-Z/3)a., 
we have by (2.17), (2.14), (2.6), and (2.11) 
? (x )  < L (Fx  - x ,+3. , l l~+3, , (x )m-e(x ,+3. , )  + . . .  + Ix - xz_3..ll~_3,.(x)W-2(xz-3..)) 
an 
Z (max{n -2/3, 1 - I x , . I /a°}) - ' /Zw-Z(x )<(1  - I x l /a . ) - ' /2W-2(x ) .  
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Therefore, 
8(x) < (1 - Ixl/a,)-'/2 W-2(x) + a, pZ(x) log n. 
Case 3.2:(1 - Cn 2/3)a,, <~ Ix[ ~< (1 + Cn 2/3)a,: Now by (2.6) and (2.14), 
~-~ ~(x) < n( l lx  I - (1  + 2Cn-ZJ3)a,I + I lx l -  (1 -2Cn-2/3)anl)W-2(x). 
an 
Therefore, 
~ B(x)< L(IIx I - (1 + 2Cn-2/3)a,[ + Ilxl - (1 - 2Cn 2/3)a,I)w-2(x ) + a, p2(x)logn. 
an 
9,, 3 Case 3.3:(1 + Cn -~' )a, <~ Ix l <~ 2a,: Then ~ 8(x)= ~ g(x). [] 
Lemma 2.6. For any f iE(0, 1/2), A E I~, ~>0, and Ix I <<. 2fla,, let 
~ '~(x)  := y~ 12.(x)W-2(x~.)(1 + Ix~.l) -~. 
Ix,,, I ~</~.,, 
Then 
(1 + Ixt)-4 W2(x) ~ A'(X )< (1 + Ixl)-(~+~) 
where ~ := min{ 1, 0~}. 
Proof. We first observe from (2.6) and (2.7) that 
a, p2,(x)<W 2(x) for ]x[~<Zfla, and xk-~,,--xk+l.,~a~/n for ]xk, l~<fla,. 
We now choose l = l(x) such that x E [xt+l,,,,xl,] and split 
-- Zf( ) + 
where ~(x)  sums over those xk. in ~A'(X) for which k E [l - 3, l + 3] and ~(x)  contains the 
rest. Here, by (2.14), we see that for Ix] ~< 2fla,,, 
Z.~,(x)<W-:(x)(~ + Ixl) -~. 
Next, by (2.13) and (2.6), 
A- a2 2 
(x  - x~,)~ "- + Ix~.l) -~  
< __a" W_2(x) f dt 
~" n Jt-2l~,,.z~,,,]\I~,~,,,x~_~.,,] (x - t)2(1 + ]t]) ~" 
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Case 1: Ixl ~< 2/0c 
dt 
J(-21s<,..2lJ<~.l\[x,+~.,,.x,_~.,,] (x - t)2(1 + I t l )  ~ 
Therefore, 
(1 ÷lxl)-~W~(x) X E2(x)~ 1 ~(1 ÷ Ixl) -<~+A'. 
Case 2: 2/~ ~< Ixl ~< 2fla,,: We may assume x>O. Let 
1 ~x-2  
h(t) := and x* . -  - -  
(x - t)2(1 ÷ I t l )  = ~ -I- 2 
Then 0 < x* < x and 
(s= / J  ) f Xl+3, n Xl+3. n h(t) dt = -4- ÷ h(t) dt. 2fla. 2[Ja,, --x* x* 
dt n 
~< < 
2fla. 2[ta,,]\[x,+~ ,, x,-3 ,,] (x t) 2 - -  a n 
For the first term and the third term, we have 
/ /  d, 1 / /  1 h(t) < 
2~a,, ~ (1 ÷ x* )~ 21~a. (x - t)2 
and 
fi~'+3"h(t)dt l /X'+3" l d t~ n l 
<( l+x*)  ~ .~ (x - t )  2 a . ( l+x*)  ~< 
For the second term, we have; 
h(t)dt  <~ (xYt)2~.,( l+x) < l+lxl) ~. x* -x. a. 
Also, similarly, we have 
/]~,ii h(t)dt <n(l+lxl)-~'a. 
Therefore, for 2/~ ~< ]xl ~< 2fla,, 
(1 ÷ Ixl) ~WZ(x)Z~(x)~(1 + Ixl) "+< [] 
1 1 
- -d t<(1  +x*)  ~ ~<(1 +x)  ~ 
n 1 
a. (1 ÷ I x l r  
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
In proving Theorem 1.1, we shall split our function into pieces that vanish inside or outside 
[ - f la , ,  fla,] for some f l> 0. For simplicity, we use the following notations: 
2 . HA[f]  := lkn(X)f(xkn), and He,[f] := 2k. 
k=l  k=l  
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so that 
KrW*;fl=KTfl +fcTfl. 
By Lemma 2.5, we can easily obtain: 
Lemma 3.1. Assume that if 1~ p 62, (1.3) holds and if p > 2, (1.4) holds. Let E > 0, /I E (0,2), 
and assume that {f,,}z, is a sequence offunctions from 0% to R such that 
.f&) = 0, 1x1 < ba,, and IfnW’/(x),<~(l + Ix/)-‘, XER, na1. 
Then 
Jim IIKvnl(~>~2c4u +lk0%,w =o, (3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we have 
IH;:‘[f,lW2(4(l + 1x1>-“1 5 e c .$,(X)W-L(Xkn)( 1 + 1%,I)-Y 1 + 1x1)-” W’(x) 
(I&n ( 2 /ia,, 
Then 
- ~(1 + (xl)-.‘a,;’ 
I 
WA 1x16 PaA 
‘3 Da,/2 ,< 1x1 d 2a,, 
yy, 2a, d 1x1. 
5 E T\\(l + JxJ)-~IJL,~(,*,~,~~,,,~) E F 
i 
Ap> 1, 
(log+“, Ap= 1, 
.I ,p-‘!l 
,1 7 Ap< 1. 
Since CI > 0 and (1.3) holds for all p > 1, 
a-(“+~ll)~l ‘P 6 a-(r^+d)+I P = o( 1). 
N II 
Hence in all cases lim,?,, z!’ ) = 0. We also have 
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Hence, l im,_~ r,(, 2) = l im,_~ ~n"(3) ---- 0. Therefore, we have (3.1). On the other hand, by Lemma 2.5, 
we have: 
[O~[f,,](x)W2(x)(1 + Ixl)-~l 
~'~(x,.) I x -  x~lZZ.(x)m-2(Xk.)(a + Ix,.I)-~(1 + IxI)-AWZ(x) --22-,. 
Ixl >~ flal, n 
~(1 -4-Ixl)-~aZ = 
[ (1 - [xlla,,) -'/2 
J +a.p2.(x)W2(x)logn, 
× ] ~llxl - (1 - 2Cn-2/3)a,,[ 
] +~[[x ] - (1  + 2Cn-2/3)a.[ 
+a.p2.(x)W2(x)logn, 
(a.p2.(x)W2(x) log n, 
I x I <~ fla,,/2, 
Ixl ~ 2a., 
fla./2<~ Ixl ~(1 - Cn-2/3)an, 
(1 - Cn-2/3)a.<~lxl <~ (1 + Cn-2/3)an, 
(1 + Crt-2/3)a n<~ Ixl ~<2a.. 
Then 
~(~) := Ilgff[f.lW2(x)(1 + Ixl)-~ll~,,(ixl~<~.,,/2) 
< ea2~[[(1 + ]xl)-~llL,,(Ixl~/~a,,/2) ~ ea2 ~ { 
1, Ap>l ,  
(logn) l/p, Ap= 1, 
a.L/P-~ , Ap< 1 
and 
.•(2) -A . := [[gff[f.lWZ(x)( 1+ [x[) IIL,,(Ixt~2.,,) 
(1 + ]x[) -A Lp(lxl~2a,,) ~San(~+A)+l /p.  < ear'a" Ix[ 
Hence, by a similar reasoning as above, we have l im._~ ~.1) " (^21 : l lmn~oo "C n = 0 and 
9(3) . := II/L~[f.,]W~(x)( 1+ Ixi) -~ ~,.~°,,~-~lxl-~(, . ~)ao) 
~< ea2I=+A)ll(1 - I x l la . )  '/211L,,(t~./2<~lxl<(,-c. ~3..i 
+e a;(~+A)a, log n I I(p.(x)W(x)) 2 IIL,,(~a./2<~ Ixl <~(~-c. 23)~). 
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Since 
I[ (l-Cn 23)a n l 11(1 - I x l /a , , )  ,,,2 L,~/~.,,2<.lxl~(~-c. '~1~,,i =2  kJI ~°,,/2 (1 -x/a.)-p/2dx {1, 
=2aJ, 'p L al~'2 (1 - t ) -p /2dt  <~ aJ, ''p (logn) 1'2, p=2,  
' n I/3(I-2/p), p>2 
and by (2.12) 
II(pn(x)m(x))2llL,,(~) = lip. wIl~_.,,~)= 
1, l<p<2,  
l /p--I  I ''~ a n (log n),-, p=2,  
nl,'3(] 2,p) p>2,  
I,'p 
1, l<p<2,  
?~3) < e.a,Tl~+A)+t.P(logn + 1) (logn) 1/2, p=2,  
n t' '3(t-2' 'p), p>2.  
Hence, by (1.3) and (1.4), l imsup, ,~ :(3) -L,, < e. We also have 
(4) 
< ea,T(~+~nlllx I - (1 - 2Cn-2/3)a,[Ic,,((l_c.,, -.:,)~.. <l~,l_.<(l+c,, 2~ ,,,,,) 
an 
-- __  --2/3 n [][x] - (1 + 2Cn )anllL,,((,-c, ~3)o,,.<1,:1.<~,+c,, :~)~ ,) + 6 a n (~+A)a,, 
+ ea~(~+A)an lognll(p.(x)W(x))2llc,,~(,_c. 23)a,,<~lxl<<(l+Cn 23)a,,). 
Since 
n~lllx I - (1 +2Cn 2'3)a.llL,,~¢,_cn ~3)~.~H~,+c. -'3).,,) 
an 
Ir =2 n (l+Cn~23)a" [x (1 -t- 2Cn-2/3)anlP dx ~ n__(n-2,'3an)l+l/p _l,,p..i,,3(i 2,,t.,) 
a,, Ld(l_Cn 23)(,,,, an 
1, 
~(,4) < ~.a,~(~+~t)+l..pnl.,3(l_2/,r,) + e.a-~(~+A)+l.'p ogn (logn) l'2, 
t /,/I ,'3( 1 --2"p) 
Hence, by (1.3) and (1.4), l imsupn_~ ?~ 4) < ~. Finally, 
?(5),, := ilH, B[fn]m2(x)(1 + I/I)-~,IIL,,~,+Cn -'3)oo-~1'1-<2°,,) 
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<~ ~an (~+A)+I/p logn {1, l<p<2,  ( logn) b'2, p=2,  
hi/3(1 2/p), p>2.  
Hence, by (1.3) and (1.4), limsup,__+~~,:(5/ < ~. Therefore, we obtain (3.2). [] 
Lemma 3.2. Assume that i f  1 <p~2,  (1.3) holds; if p>2,  (1.4) holds. Let g > 0, fl E (0, 1) and 
X oc assume that {~b,( )},=l is a sequence of functions from ~ to R such that 
X --~ G(x)=0,  Ixl>/~a, and IGw2l (x )~( l+ l  l) , xCN,  n>~l. 
Then 
l im sup ][HA[G]W2(x)(1 -4- Ix[ -~ ) IIL,,(IxI>2/~,,,) ~ ~, 
n~oo 
(3.3) 
n---* oo  
(3.4) 
Proofl  First, note that for Ix[ >~2fla, and [xtn[ <~flan, ]xk,, -x [  ~ [x[. Then, from Propositions 2.1 and 
2.2, we have for [x[ >>-2fla,, 
IH/E4'. J(x)l:  Z G(x)4~,(x~.) 
I xk,, I~< fia,, 
e Z l~,(x)W 2(xk,)(1 + Ixk,,I) -~ 
Ixk,, I ~< &,, 
a 3 
e--" Z (max{n-2/3,1 -Ixk, l/a.}) 1/'2 
///2 
Ixko I ~< fl~, 
a 2 ~ e"  p~(x) 
Z (xk_,.. - x~+,.o)(1 + Ixk.I) -~ 
Ixl 2 1/ Ix~,, I <~ fia,, 
a2n p2n(X) f2,~,, dt 
n Ix? ~2,a,, (1 + Itl):" 
p2.(x) 
(X -- Xkn )2 
Let 
logn, ~=1,  
( logn)* :=  1, otherwise. 
We can see that (by examining the cases ~ <,  =,  > 1) that 
2fla. dt I - 
2,a. (1 + It[) ~ ~< a. ( logn)*. 
(1 + Ix~l) -~ 
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Hence 
llH;J[4~,1](x)W~(x)(1 + Ixl)-A ll~,,¢ixl~>zl,a,,~ 
'~ (X Lp( I.vl >~21~a,, ) 
< e~a], ~(logn)* + Ixl) -~ W 2 )(1 
el-al, -'~+j )(log n)* I I(po(x)W(x)) ~ II,~,,(i,i ~ ~/,,,, ) 
/7 
1 {1, l<p<2, 
Cna,~-(~+J)+lt'(log n)* (log n) 1'2, p = 2, 
V/1'3(I-2/p), p>2,  
and similarly, 
~_~p,](x) . . . .  
IH, f~[4,,,](x)l ~< ea. ~] uogn) 
so that 
HH,8,[O,,](x)W2(x)(1 + Ixl)-~' II~,,¢i.,-I >~,~,,,, 
~+'I / 1, 1 < p < 2, 
~< eu,, I+l'P(logn)* (logn) 12, p=2,  
[ nl.3(~ z p), p>2.  
Then by the assumptions, we have (3.3) and (3.4). [] 
Lemma 3.3. Assume that (1.3) holds. Let e>O, /~ E (0, 1/2), and assume that {On};,~l is a sequence 
of  functions jrom ~ to ~ such that 
O,,(x)=O, ]xl~fla,, and ]O,,W2]<~e(l+lx]) -~, xE~,  n>~l. 
Then 
A "~ lira sup Ill/,, [O,](x)W'(x)(l + Ix] -A ) II~,,~n,-i~=f~o,,~ ~<~,. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.6, 
IH,;'[O,,]W2(x)(l + Ixl)-~l = W2(x)(l -F Ixl) -~ ~ z~,,(x)q~,,(xk,,) 
k=l  
<~W~(x)(1+Ixl)  -A ~ z _, t~,,(x)W "(xk,,)(1 + Ix~,,I) = 
< ~(1 + Ixl) -~+~'~. 
Then 
l imsup llg;flEO,]WZ(x)(l + Ixl)-"'ll,..¢ixi.<2/;,..) < ~11(I + lxl)-(~+a~ll,.,.(~) < ~. 
n - -÷ % 
E~ 
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Lemma 3.4. Assume that (1.3) holds. Let e>0,f l  E (0, 1/2), and assume that {~,}~l is a sequence 
of functions from ~ to ~ such that 
~b,(x)=0, [xl>~fla, and [,~,w2l~<e(l+lxl)% xE~,n>~l .  
Then 
lim sup IlH', [dp,](x)W2(x)(1 + Ixl -~ 
I I  ----~ O( )  
Proof. Define ~n(x)" i/2 t .=(~n_,/~a~ )~(x)~(x)p, ,(x). Then ~n(x)----0 for Ixl > fia~ and Iq~,Wl(x) 
<~14,°wZl(x) <~ ~(1 + Ixl) -= by (2.17), (2.4), and (2.7). From (2.2), (2.10), and (2.7), we have 
Im~[4~,]W~(x)(a + Ixl)-~l-- ~ CntX~,)(X- x~,)l~,(x)W2(x)(1 + Ixl 
= la~j2pn(x)W(x)[ W(x)(1 + Ix[) -A lk,(x )~p,(xk, ) 
k=l  
< It,[wz; ~,](x)W(x)(1 + Ix[)-~l. 
Since we have 
lim sup IIL,[W2; ~,](x)W(x)(1 + Ixl)-A][L,,(l~l<~2/¢~°) < e, 
n~OC 
by Lemma 3.4 in [7], 
lim sup ][H,,'[4~,](x) WZ(x)( 1 + Ix I -~ ) [IL,,IIxl -<2l*~.) 
B~ZX)  
-A  <~ limsup[IL,,[W2;~b,,](x)W(x)(1 ÷ Ixl) Ik~(M-<~o.) < ~. [] 
/1~00 
Let 
f(xk,)(x - xk,)l~n(x). HB'[f](x) := a-Tn ~=1 
If we inspect he proofs of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.4, then we can check the following facts easily. 
CoroRary 3.5. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3.i, 
limsup IlH~[f~]W2(x)(1 + [X[)-AI[L~(U) < e. 
n ----+ cx3 
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Corollary 3.6. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3.2, 
l imsup IIg [4 n]mZ(x)(1 + IxI)-AIL, M 2Z a,,  < 
n ~  ~c ,  
Corollary 3.7. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 3.4, 
l imsup HH~[(9,,]W2(x)(1 + [x[) < ~. 
B~,3C 
Lemma 3.8. Assume that/f  1 < p~<2, (1.3) holds and if p>2,  (1.4) holds. Then for any polyno- 
mial R(x), 
lim sup ]](Hn[W2; R](x) - R(x)) W2(x)(1 -I- [x[ )-A ][Lr~ ' _-- 0. 
Proof. Suppose degR(x)=m.  Then by (2.9), 
[IR'(x)(1 + [x[)~W2(x)llL,~(~) < [IR'(x)(1 + [xl2) [~1+1W2(x)llL~{_.,,~.a,~,] <~MR, 
where [~] is the integer part of ~, rh =m+2([~]  + 1), and MR is a constant depending only on R(x) 
and ~. For n >/degR(x), 
k=l  
For x E ~, we have 
a~ R'(x)( I n  + [xl)~W2(x) <~ a"MRn 
so that for sufficiently large n and x E ~, 
 R'(x)W2(x) + Ixl) 
Let Z, be the characteristic function of [-a,/4, an~4], and write 
a"R'(x) = a-~"R'(x)z, + a"R'(x)(1 - Z, ) :=  qS, + f,,. 
?/ n n 
We can apply Corollary 3.5 to f ,  to deduce that 
l imsup [[H~[f,](x)WZ(x)(1 + [X[)-~[[L,,(~) < e. (3.5) 
Next, we can also apply Corollaries 3.6 and 3.7 to q~, to deduce that 
lim sup [IH~[ck,](x)W2(x)(1 + [X[)-A [[L,,IR) ~< ~. (3.6) 
t t~ o(3 
Since e, is arbitrary, we have by (3.5) and (3.6), 
lim sup I](H,[W2;R](x) -R(x))W2(x)(1 + Ix[)--A][c,,¢a)=O. [] 
17 ~ ~x3 
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Proof  of Theorem 1.1. First, we assume that 1 <p<oc .  For any s>0,  we can find a polynomial 
P such that 
]f -Pl(x)mZ(x)(1 + Ixl)~<~,, x~ 
(cf. [1], p. 180). Then for sufficiently large n, 
I](f - H,[W2; f])(x)W2(x)(1 + ]Xl)-A IIL,,(~) 
l l(f- P)(x)W2(x)( l + Ixl)-A iE,(~, + [ I (P-  H,,[W2;p])(x)W2(x)(1 + Ixl)-~ IIL,,(~) 
+][H,[W2;p- f](x)W2(x)(1 + ]x[)-~[lL,,(~) 
~< s It(1 + Ix] '-(~+~) L,,(m) + II(P - H,[W2;p])(x)W2(x)( 1 + [xl) IIL,,(~)-A 
IIH~[P -~ +llH~[P - f](x)W2(x)( 1+ Ixl) IIL,,(~)+ - f](x)W2(x)( 1+ [xl) l l t , , (a ) .  
Here, (~ + A)p>~(i + A)p> 1 so that II(1 + Ixl)-<=+~)ll~,,(~) is finite and by Lemma 3.8, 
lim sup ][(p _ H,[W2;p])(x)W2(x)(1 + ]x I )-A IlL,,(a) = O. 
n - -~ o(3 
Let Z, be the characteristic function of  [-a,/4, a,/4] and write 
P - f = (P - f ) z ,  + (P - f ) (1  - Z , ) :=  q~,, + f , .  
We can apply Lemmas 3.1-3.4 with fl-- 1/4. Then 
l imsup II(f- H,[W2;f])(x)W2(x)( 1 + Ixl) z s. (3.7) 
n~o<3 
On the other hand, we also have 
[ l ( f -  fr,[W2; f])(x)W2(x)( 1+ Ixl) -~ IIL,,(~) 
Since for sufficiently large n, (a~/n)lf'(x)W2(x)(1 + Ix[Yl ~<s, 
limsupTIH ~ f '(x) W~(x)(1 + Ixl) IIL,,a) ~< ~- 
n~(x)  
Therefore, 
lim sup l l(f - fI,[WZ; f])(x)W2(x)( 1+ Ixl) -A I1~(~) < ~,. (3.8) 
t /~OO 
Since s>0 is arbitrary, Theorem 1.1 is proved for 1 <p<oc  by (3.7) and (3.8). 
Now, we assume that 0 < p ~< 1. In order to apply the result for 1 < p < oc, we choose q > 1 with 
1 <pq<2.  Let q' be the conjugate of q, that is, (1/q)+(1/q')= 1. By (1.3), we can choose A~ E R 
satisfying 
1 1 1 
A - -- + - ->A l> -- 02+ - - .  (3.9) 
P Pq Pq 
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By H61der's inequality, 
I ](f  - H,[W2;f])(x)W2(x)( 1+ Ixl) -A IIL,,~" 
/ = I ( f -H~[W2; f ] ) (x )W2(x) (  1+ Ixl) ~'(1 + IXl)-~A-~'~I'~dx 
(/ )' (/ ~< I ( f  -H, [W2; f ] ) (x)W2(x)(  1+ Ixl)lA'l"Udx × (1 + [x[) ~-A')Pq'dx 
Since 1 <pq<2,  A1 + ~> 1/pq, and (A - A~)pq '>( ( l /p ) -  ( I /pq) )pq '= 1, we have 
,)irn I[(f  - H,,[W2; f])(x)W2(x)( 1 + Ix[)-A IIL,,,~)= 0. 
By the same method as above, we also have 
lim I I ( f  ^ ~ H,,[W ; f])(x)W"(x)(1 + Ix[ -~ 
Theorem 3.9. Let 0 < p <~ 1, A E ~, ~ > O, and ~2 • = min{ 1, ~}. Then 
lira I](f L,,[m2,f])(x)m(x)(  1+ Ixl -A . . . .  - ) II,.,,¢~-- o 
]br every continuous function f "  ~ ~ ~ satisfying 
lim If(x)[W(x)(1 + Ixl) ~ =0 
i f  and only i f  the condition (1.3) holds. 
Proof. The necessity of  the condition (1.3) is proved by Matjila [9] (see Theorem 1.1 in [9]). To 
prove the sufficiency of  the condition (1.3), we take q>l  with 1 <pq<4.  Since (1.3) holds, we 
can choose A~ E R satisfying (3.9). Then the proof is the same as the above. 
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